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Introduction 

 Various appeals were filed before the Supreme Court by the assessees and the revenue authorities on taxability of software 

transactions. The appeals by the revenue authorities arose from the Delhi High Court’s decisions inter-alia in DIT vs. Ericsson 

AB (2012) 343 ITR 470 wherein it was held that consideration towards purchase of software does not constitute royalty. The 

appeals by the assessees arose from the decision of the  AAR in Citrix Systems (2012) 343 ITR 1 and the Karnataka High 

Court’s decision in CIT v. Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., (2012) 345 ITR 494 wherein it was held that consideration received 

from a distributor towards sale of software constitutes royalty.  

 The appeals filed before the Supreme Court were grouped into four categories. 

 Category I – Purchase of computer software by end user resident in India, from a foreign, non-resident supplier or manufacturer. 

 Category II - Purchase of computer software by distributors/ resellers being resident Indian companies, from foreign, non-

resident suppliers or manufacturers for resale to end-users resident in India. 

 Category III – Purchase of computer software by distributors or resellers being foreign, non-resident distributor, from a foreign, 

non-resident seller for resale to resident Indian distributors or end-users. 



Brief facts of the case 

 Category IV - Computer software is affixed onto hardware and is sold as an integrated unit/equipment by foreign, non-resident 

suppliers to resident Indian distributors or end-users. [Proviso to section 9(1)(vi) on software supplied with equipment under any 

scheme approved under the policy of the government of India has not been dealt with.] 

 The facts of Engineering Analysis Centre of Excellence Pvt. Ltd. (‘EAC’) were taken as a sample, indicative of the points of law 

arising from the various appeals. EAC a resident end-user imported shrink wrapped computer software from USA. 

 The AO held that there was a transfer of copyright and payment in respect thereof constituted royalty under the Act as also the 

DTAA on which taxes were directed to be withheld at source. The appeal before the CIT(A) was dismissed and an appeal was 

filed before the ITAT. 

 The ITAT followed the order passed by it in Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. vs. ITO ITA Nos. 264-266/Bang/2002. The Tribunal 

held that the assessee had only purchased a ‘right to use the copyright’ and not the copyright itself. Hence that payment does not 

constitute royalty. On appeal before the Karnataka High Court, the Court relied on the decision in Transmission Corporation of 

AP vs. CIT (1999) 7 SCC 266 and held that tax ought to be deducted at source under section 195.  

 



Analysis of the SC’s decision 

 On appeal, the Supreme Court has now dismissed the appeal filed by revenue authorities and allowed the assessees appeals. It 

held that the payments by resident end-users/ distributors to non resident computer software manufacturers/ suppliers as 

consideration for resale/ use of software is not royalty.  

 The decision of the Supreme Court has been analyzed under the following broad heads: - 

 Meaning of copyright under various laws and parting of copyright. 

 OECD Commentary on royalty  

 Whether payments towards licensing of software by the end user/ distributor constitutes royalty under section 9(1)(vi) of the 

Act and relevant article of the tax-treaties. 

 Whether explanation 4 expands the scope of explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi) 

 Definition of royalty for section 194J purposes. 

 Whether software transactions shall fall within the ambit of equalisation levy? 

 Whether software constitutes goods or services? 



Analysis of the SC’s decision 

 Applicability / ramifications of the SC’s decision on other transactions like databases, patents etc. 

 Implications for section 194O, 206C(1H), 194Q 

 Whether the SC’s decision in Pilcom vs. CIT West Bengal VII, 2020 SCC Online SC 426 is overruled? 

 Shortcomings, if any, of the SC’s decision 

 UN Commentary on inclusion of software payments in the definition of royalty 

 

 

 



Copyright - Copinger and Skone James  

Treatise of Copinger and Skone James on Copyright (1999 edn.) 

 Copyright gives the owner of the copyright in a work of any description the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit the 

exploitation of the copyright work by third parties. This includes the right to copy the work itself and also to use the work in 

other ways protected under the law. 

 Copyright is a negative right. Copyright, does not essentially mean a right to do something, but rather a right to restrict others 

from doing certain acts, and when copyright is referred to as “an exclusive right,” the emphasis is on the word ‘exclusive’. 

(para 88 of the SC’s decision referring to AAR’s decision in 322 ITR 125) 

 Ownership of copyright in a work is different from the ownership of the physical material in which the copyright work may 

happen to be embodied. (para 88 of the SC’s decision referring to AAR’s decision in 322 ITR 125)  

Ordinary meaning - Copyright is an intangible incorporeal right in the nature of a privilege, quite independent of any material 

substance, such as a manuscript. It is a property right. It is a movable and intangible right. (para 88 of the SC’s decision referring to 

AAR’s decision in 322 ITR 125) 

 



Copyright – Copyright Act, 1957 

Copyright in case of a computer programme 

 Computer program is defined in the Copyright Act to mean ‘a set of instructions expressed in words, codes, schemes or 

in any other form, including a machine readable medium, capable of causing a computer to perform a particular task or achieve 

a particular result.’  

 Explanation 3 to section 9(1)(vi) defines "computer software" to mean any computer programme recorded on any disc, tape, 

perforated media or other information storage device and includes any such programme or any customized electronic data. 

 Section 14 of the Copyright Act defines copyright as follows: -  

“For the purposes of this Act, “copyright” means the exclusive right subject to the provisions of this Act, to do or authorise the 

doing of any of the following acts in respect of a work or any substantial part thereof, namely 

(a) in the case of a literary, dramatic or musical work, not being a computer programme,- 

(i) to reproduce the work in any material form including the storing of it in any medium by electronic means; 

(ii) to issue copies of the work to the public not being copies already in circulation; 

 



Copyright – Copyright Act, 1957 

(iii) to perform the work in public, or communicate it to the public; 

(iv) to make any cinematograph film or sound recording in respect of the work; 

(v) to make any translation of the work; 

(vi) to make any adaptation of the work; 

(vii) to do, in relation to a translation or an adaptation of the work, any of the acts specified in relation to the work in sub-

clauses (i) to (vi); 

(b) in the case of a computer programme,— 

(i) to do any of the acts specified in clause (a);  

(ii) to sell or give on commercial rental or offer for sale or for commercial rental any copy of the computer programme, 

regardless of whether such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions: (refer note) 

 

 

The words, “regardless of whether such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions”, were deleted from section 14b(ii) vide Act 49 of 1999, w.e.f 15.01.2000. 

 



Copyright – Copyright Act, 1957 

Provided that such commercial rental does not apply in respect of computer programmes where the programme itself is not the 

essential object of the rental.” 

Expln - For the purposes of this section, a copy which has been sold once shall be deemed to be a copy already in circulation. 

 The seven acts that are set out in sub-clause (a) delineate how the exclusive right that is with the owner of the copyright may be 

parted with. (para 35 of SC’s decision). In other words, parting with copyright entails parting with the right to do any of the 

acts mentioned in section 14 of the Copyright Act. (para 117 (iii) of the SC’s decision) 

 Conveying or parting with copyright in the computer programme would mean that the copyright proprietor has to assign it, 

divesting itself of the title implying that it has divested itself of all the rights under section 14. This would mean an outright sale 

of the copyright or assignment, under Section 18 of the Act. (para 116 of the SC’s decision referring to the Delhi High Court’s 

decision in CIT vs. ZTE Corporation (2017) 392 ITR 80) 

 

 



Copyright – Copyright Act, 1957 

 Copy already in circulation – The owners of, artistic, dramatic, musical, literary works enjoy a common right under section 

14a(ii). This right is to issue the copies of their works to the public, as long as these copies are not already in circulation. 

Explanation to section 14 provides that for section 14, a copy which has been sold once shall be deemed to be a copy already in 

circulation. Thus, once the copy of say, a literary work is circulating in the market, the rights of the copyright owner in that 

literary work is exhausted.  

 The right of the owners of computer programs are provided in section 14(b)(i) and (ii). The rights are akin to the rights of the 

owners of literary works, since section 14(b)(i) incorporates the provisions of 14(a). However, prior to the 1999 amendment, 

section 14(b)(ii) of the Copyright Act read as follows: “(ii) to sell or give on hire, or offer for sale or hire any copy of the 

computer programme, regardless of whether such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions;” Thus, the owners 

of computer programs could exercise rights in a particular copy regardless of whether it had been sold previously. The rights of 

the owner in the computer program were not exhausted and continued to exist even if copies thereof were circulated in the 

market. 



Copyright – Copyright Act, 1957 

Doctrine of first sale/ principle of exhaustion 

 The words, “regardless of whether such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions”, were deleted from section 

14b(ii) vide Act 49 of 1999, with effect from 15.01.2000. This was a statutory recognition of the doctrine of first sale/principle 

of exhaustion. (para 120 of the SC’s decision) 

 Distribution right in relation to a particular article is exhausted by the first sale of that article in the Community by the right 

holder or with his consent.  

 The first sale of a copy of a computer program by the rightholder or with his consent exhausts the distribution right with the 

exception of the right to control further rental of the program or a copy thereof.  

 Where a seller makes a program available in intangible form (e.g., by downloading from a website, or download under a licence 

for an unlimited period in return for a licence fee), the intention is to make the copy usable by the customer, permanently, in 

return for payment of a fee designed to enable the copyright owner to obtain a remuneration corresponding to the economic 

value of the copy of the work. (referred in para 121 of SC’s decision) 

 

 

 



Copyright - Copinger and Skone James  

Doctrine of first sale/principle of exhaustion (continued) 

 Exhaustion of rights is linked to the distribution right. The right to distribute objects means that such objects (or the medium on 

which a work is fixed) are released by or with the consent of the owner as a result of the transfer of ownership. In this way, the 

owner is in control of the distribution of copies since he decides the time and the form in which copies are released to the public. 

The exhaustion of rights principle limits the distribution right, by excluding control over the use of copies after they have been 

put into circulation for the first time. (para 122 of the SC’s decision referring to Delhi High Court’s decision in Warner Bros. 

Entertainment Inc. v. Santosh V.G., CS (OS) No. 1682/2006 reported in 2009 SCC OnLine Del 835)] 

 

 



Copyright – Copyright Act, 1957 

Lawful possessor of copyright 

 As per section 16 of the Copyright Act, no person shall be entitled to copyright otherwise than under and in accordance with the 

provisions of this Act or of any other law for the time being in force.  

 Section 17 of the Copyright Act deals with right of ownership of copyright. It renders author of a work as the first owner of the 

copyright therein. The author/creator can transfer copyright in his works in its entirety or in parts. In case of computer software, 

it can assigned for a particular period of time or be licensed for use. 

Assignment 

 Section 18 of the Copyright Act authorizes the owner of the copyright to assign his right to any person subject to limitations or 

conditions specified. It permits the copyright owner to assign the copyright (i) either wholly or partially; (ii) either generally or 

subject to limitation; and (iii) either for the whole term of the copyright or any part thereof.  

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

 Section 19 of the Act stipulates the mode of assignment. Sub-section (1) thereof provides that the assignment has to be in 

writing signed by the assignor or by his authorized agent. As per sub-section (2), the assignment of the copyright should identify 

such work and also specify the rights assigned and the "duration and territorial extent of such assignment". 

License 

 Section 30 permits a copyright owner to grant interest in such copyright by way of licence. The license may be confined to one 

or more interests or to the entire copyright. A license is an authorization of an act, which without such authorization would be an 

infringement.  

 Section 54 provides that unless the context otherwise requires, the expression "owner of copyright" shall include an exclusive 

licensee. Section 2(j) defines "exclusive licence" to mean a licence which confers on the licensee or on the licensee and persons 

authorised by him, to the exclusion of all other persons (including the owner of the copyright), any right comprised in the 

copyright in a work. Thus, only an ‘exclusive licensee’ becomes the owner of the copyright.  A licensee in general does not 

become the owner of the rights.  

 

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

Infringement of copyright 

 As per section 51 if any person (other than the licensee) does any act granted or conferred upon the licensee, such an act will be 

deemed as infringement of copyright.  

 Section 52 stipulates acts which shall not constitute an infringement of copyright.Clause (aa) of sub-section 1 of section 52 

provides that the making of copies or adaptation of a computer programme by the lawful possessor of a copy of such computer 

programme, from such copy— 

(i) in order to utilise the computer programme for the purpose for which it was supplied; or 

(ii) to make back-up copies purely as a temporary protection against loss, destruction or damage in order only to utilise the 

computer programme for the purpose for which it was supplied; 

shall not constitute an infringement of copyright. 

In short, what is referred to in section 52(1)(aa) of the Copyright Act would not amount to reproduction so as to amount to an 

infringement of copyright. (para 38 of the SC’s decision) 

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

 Clause (ad) of sub-section 1 of section 52 provides that the making of copies or adaptation of the computer programme from a 

personally legally obtained copy for non-commercial personal use shall not constitute infringement. Clause (ad) cannot be read 

to negate the effect of clause (aa), since it deals with a subject matter that is separate and distinct from that contained in clause 

(aa) of section 52(1) of the Copyright Act. (para 39 of the SC’s decision) 

 Section 58 specifies the rights of owner against possessing or dealing with infringing copies. All infringing copies of work in 

which the copyright subsists and all plates used for producing such copies shall be the property of the owner of copyright. 

 “Infringing copy” is defined in section 2(m) of the Copyright Act. Infringing copy in relation to a computer programme means 

reproduction of the said work. 

 Section 65A of the Copyright Act punishes the circumvention of technological protection measures, such as encryption codes, 

product keys etc. designed to ensure that the first acquirer’s copy is made unusable. (para 143 of the SC’s decision) 

 

 

 

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

Whether licensing of computer software entails parting of copyright in the software?  

 Copyright includes the right to reproduce the work in any material form, issue copies of the work to the public, perform the 

work in public, or make translations or adaptations of the work. The right to reproduce a computer programme and exploit the 

reproduction by way of sale, transfer, license etc. is at the heart of the said exclusive right. (para 36 of the SC’s decision) 

 The right to reproduce and the right to use computer software are distinct and separate rights. (SBI v. Collector of Customs, 

2000 (1) SCC 727). The right to reproduce amounts to parting with copyright and the latter, in the context of non-exclusive 

EULAs, not being so. (para 117(vi) of the SC’s decision) 

 Licence granted vide EULA impose restrictions or conditions for the use of computer software. The end user is prohibited from 

reproducing the software. The owner continues to retain all the rights under 14(b) of the Copyright Act, read with 14(a)(i) to 

(vii). It does not grant any right or interest to the distributor/ end user. Thus, it is different from a license granted under section 

30 of the Copyright Act. (para 47 of the SC’s decision) 

 

 

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

Whether licensing of computer software entails parting of copyright in the software?  

 The license under EULA only conveys title to the material object embedded with a copy of the computer software to the end-

users. 

 A non-exclusive, non-transferable licence, merely enabling the use of a copyrighted product, is in the nature of restrictive 

conditions which are ancillary to such use. A licence conferring no proprietary interest on the licensee, does not entail parting 

with any copyright.  

[Para 47, 97, 139, 117(iv), 117(v), 117(vi) of the SC’s decision] 

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

Distributor/ reseller agreement 

 A distributor simplicitor does not get the right to use the computer software. It has to pass on the said software, as shrink-

wrapped by the owner, to the end-user for a consideration.  

 The distributor’s profit margin is that of an intermediary who merely resells the same product to the end-user.  

 Section 14(b)(ii) refers to sale or commercial rental of “any copy of a computer programme”. The object of section 14(b)(ii) of 

the Copyright Act is not to interdict the sale of computer software that is “licensed” to be sold by a distributor. The 

object is to interdict making of copies of the computer programme and then selling them, i.e., reproduction of the same 

for sale or commercial rental. 

 Thus, the amounts paid by resident Indian end-users/distributors to non-resident computer software manufacturers/suppliers, as 

consideration for the resale/use of the computer software through EULAs/distribution agreements, is not the payment towards 

copyright in the computer software.   

[Para 45, 142, 143, 144, 144(ii) of the SC’s decision] 

 



Copyright - Copyright Act, 1957 

 The distributors resell shrink-wrapped copies of the computer programmes that are already put in circulation by foreign, 

nonresident suppliers/manufacturers, since they have been sold and imported into India via distribution agreements. Thus they 

are not hit by section 14(a)(ii) of the Copyright Act. This is made clear by the explanation to section 14 of the Copyright Act, 

which states as follows: “Explanation.--For the purposes of this section, a copy which has been sold once shall be deemed to be 

a copy already in circulation.” (para 130 of the SC’s decision) 

 



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 Whether payments received as consideration for software may be classified as royalties poses difficult problems but is a matter 

of considerable importance in view of the rapid development of computer technology in recent years and the extent of transfers 

of such technology across national borders. (para 12 of OECD MTC) 

 The character of payments received in transactions involving the transfer of computer software depends on the nature of the 

rights that the transferee acquires under the particular arrangement regarding the use and exploitation of the program. The rights 

in computer programs are a form of intellectual property. (para 12.2  of OECD MTC) 

 The transferee’s rights will in most cases consist of partial rights or complete rights in the underlying copyright or they may be 

(or be equivalent to) partial or complete rights in a copy of the program (the “program copy”), whether or not such copy is 

embodied in a material medium or provided electronically. 

 Payments made for the acquisition of partial rights in the copyright (without the transferor fully alienating the copyright rights) 

will represent a royalty where the consideration is for granting of rights to use the program in a manner that would, without such 

license, constitute an infringement of copyright. (para 13.1 of OECD MTC) 

 



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 In other types of transactions, the rights acquired in relation to the copyright are limited to those necessary to enable the user to 

operate the program, for example, where the transferee is granted limited rights to reproduce the program. This would be the 

common situation in transactions for the acquisition of a program copy (…..). Regardless of whether this right is granted under 

law or under a license agreement with the copyright holder, copying the program onto the computer’s hard drive or random 

access memory or making an archival copy is an essential step in utilising the program. Therefore, rights in relation to these acts 

of copying, where they do no more than enable the effective operation of the program by the user, should be disregarded in 

analysing the character of the transaction for tax purposes. Payments in these types of transactions would be dealt with as 

commercial income in accordance with Article 7. (para 14 of OECD MTC) 



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 The method of transferring the computer program to the transferee is not relevant. (para 14.1 of OECD MTC) 

 The ease of reproducing computer programs has resulted in distribution arrangements in which the transferee obtains rights to 

make multiple copies of the program for operation only within its own business. Such arrangements are commonly referred to as 

“site licences”, “enterprise licenses”, or “network licences”. Although these arrangements permit the making of multiple copies 

of the program, such rights are generally limited to those necessary for the purpose of enabling the operation of the program on 

the licensee’s computers or network, and reproduction for any other purpose is not permitted under the license. Payments under 

such arrangements will in most cases be dealt with as business profits in accordance with Article 7. (para 14.2 of OECD MTC) 

 



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 Another type of transaction involving the transfer of computer software is the more unusual case where a software house or 

computer programmer agrees to supply information about the ideas and principles underlying the program, such as logic, 

algorithms or programming languages or techniques. In these cases, the payments may be characterised as royalties to the extent 

that they represent consideration for the use of, or the right to use, secret formulas or for information concerning industrial, 

commercial or scientific experience which cannot be separately copyrighted. (para 14.3 of OECD MTC) 

 In a transaction where a distributor makes payments to acquire and distribute software copies (without the right to reproduce the 

software), the rights in relation to these acts of distribution should be disregarded in analysing the character of the transaction 

for tax purposes. Payments in these types of transactions would be dealt with as business profits in accordance with Article 7. 

This would be the case regardless of whether the copies being distributed are delivered on tangible media or are distributed 

electronically (without the distributor having the right to reproduce the software), or whether the software is subject to minor 

customisation for the purposes of its installation. (para 14.4 of OECD MTC) 



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 Where consideration is paid for the transfer of the full ownership of the rights in the copyright, the payment cannot represent a 

royalty and the provisions of the Article are not applicable. (Para 15 of OECD MTC) 

 Positions taken by India on Article 12 of the OECD Commentary in para 4.1 and 17: - 

 “4.1 India reserves the right to: tax royalties and fees for technical services at source; define these, particularly by 

reference to its domestic law; define the source of such payments, which may extend beyond the source defined in 

paragraph 5 of Article 11, and modify paragraphs 3 and 4 accordingly.” 

 “17. India reserves its position on the interpretations provided in paragraphs 8.2, 10.1, 10.2, 14, 14.1, 14.2, 14.4, 15, 16 

and 17.3; it is of the view that some of the payments referred to may constitute royalties”  



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 SC’s observations on the positions taken by India on Article 12 of the OECD Commentary: - 

 From these positions taken, which use the language “reserves the right to” and “is of the view that some of the payments 

referred to may constitute royalties”, it is not at all clear as to what exactly the nature of these positions are. This may be 

contrasted with the categorical language used by India in its positions taken with respect to other aspects (“India does not agree 

to”), as follows (para 154 of the SC’s decision) : 

 “18. India does not agree with the interpretation that information concerning industrial, commercial or scientific experience 

is confined to only previous experience.” and others.  

 Even otherwise, mere positions taken with respect to the OECD 2015 Commentary do not alter the DTAA’s provisions, unless it 

is actually amended by way of bilateral re-negotiation (para 155). After India took such positions qua the OECD Commentary, 

no bilateral amendment was made by India and the other Contracting States to change the definition of royalties contained in 

any of the DTAAs (para 156 of the SC’s decision).  



OECD Commentary on Royalty 

 The OECD Commentary on Article 12 of the OECD Model Tax Convention, incorporated in the DTAAs will continue to have 

persuasive value as to the interpretation of the term “royalties” contained therein. (Para 158 of the SC’s decision) 

 In fact, certain treaties have been entered post the reservations. The tax treaties do not incorporate the changed stand of the 

government. They reiterate the earlier position of law. 



Royalty –  Income-tax Act 

Explanation 2(v) of section 9(1)(vi)  

 The explanation defines royalty to inter-alia include consideration for “transfer of all or any rights (including the granting of a 

licence) in respect of any copyright”.  

In respect of  

 Supreme Court in State of Madras v. Swastik Tobacco Factory, (1966) 3 SCR 79 examined the meaning of the words “in respect 

of” used in rule 5(1)(i) of the Madras General Sales Tax (Turnover and Assessment) Rules 1939. The court observed that the 

expression “in respect of” must be read as equivalent to “attributable” and be read synonymous with the expression “on”: 

(article 288 of the Constitution of India). The SC relied on this decision and observed that the expression “in respect of” used in 

explanation 2(v) is equivalent to “in”, “on” or “attributable to”. (para 71 and 105 of the SC’s decision)  

 



Royalty – Income-tax Act 

‘In respect of any copyright, literary, artistic or scientific work’  

 “The comma after the word “copyright” does not fit as copyright is obviously spoken of as existing in a literary, artistic or 

scientific work. As a matter of fact, this drafting error was rectified in the Draft Taxes Code 2010, under Chapter XIX in Part H 

thereof, which set out the definition of “royalty” as consideration inter-alia for “— (i) any copyright of literary, artistic or 

scientific work;” (para 70 of the SC’s decision) This Code has, however, remained in draft form and was never enacted.  

 



Royalty – Tax treaty vs. Act 

 The definition of royalty in Explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act is wider than definition of royalty in tax treaties.  

 The treaty definition differs from the Act to the extent that the definition under explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi) refers to: - 

 Consideration and also includes lumpsum consideration 

 It refers to consideration for transfer of all or any rights in respect of any copyright as opposed to consideration for use of, 

or the right to use, any copyright 

 When it speaks of the transfer of “all or any rights”, it expressly includes the granting of a licence in respect thereof; 

 It states that such transfer must be “in respect of” any copyright of any literary work. (para 63 of the SC’s decision) 

The expression “including the granting of a licence” used in explanation 2(v) of section 9(1)(vi) and its absence in the tax-treaty 

 The expression does not mean that even a non-exclusive licence permitting use for in-house purpose would be covered by that 

expression. All licenses do not fall within the scope and ambit of the explanation.  



Royalty – Tax-treaty vs. Act 

 The expression should take colour from the preceding expression “transfer of rights in respect of copyright”. (para 89 of the 

SC’s decision referring to AAR ruling in  322 ITR 125).  

 The expression means a licence in which transfer is made of rights in respect of ‘copyright’. Such rights are those incorporated 

in Section 14 of the Copyright Act. Thus, there must be a parting of the rights mentioned in section 14 of the Copyright Act.  

 To this extent, there will be no difference between the position under the explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Income Tax Act 

and the tax-treaty. (para 64 and 73 of the SC’s decision).  

 The transferee/licencee should acquire rights - either in entirety or partially co-extensive with the owner/transferor who divests 

himself of the rights he possesses pro tanto (para 89 of the SC’s decision). The parting of intellectual property rights inherent 

in and attached to the software product in favour of the licencee/customer is what is contemplated by the definition clause in the 

Act as well as the Treaty.  



Royalty – Tax-treaty vs. Act 

 Merely authorizing or enabling a customer to have the benefit of data or instructions contained therein without any further right 

to deal with them independently does not tantamount to transfer of rights in relation to copyright or conferment of the right of 

using the copyright. (para 89 of the SC’s decision) 

 That is what follows from the language employed in the definition of ‘royalty’ under the Act and tax-treaty read with the 

provisions of Copyright Act, viz., Section 14 and other complementary provisions. (para 89 of the SC’s decision) 



Royalty – Tax-treaty vs. Act  

 Section 90(2) confirms that the provisions of the Act or tax-treaty whichever is more beneficial shall apply.  

 The SC observed, “Even otherwise, any ruling on the more expansive language contained in the explanations to section 9(1)(vi) 

of the Income Tax Act would have to be ignored if it is wider and less beneficial to the assessee than the definition contained in 

the DTAA, as per section 90(2) of the Income Tax Act read with explanation 4 thereof, and Article 3(2) of the DTAA.” (para 100 

of the SC’s decision) (emphasis supplied by us) 

 The domestic law meaning under article 3(2) is relevant only when the treaty term itself is undefined. The expression 'royalty' is 

a defined expression under the applicable tax treaty. There cannot be any occasion to invoke article 3(2) for further dissecting 

the issue and explore the domestic law meaning of each expression used in this definition for coming at the conclusions about 

connotations of royalty. (Mumbai Tribunal in ACIT vs. Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (2020) 77 ITR(Trib.) 578). 

 As per Article 3(2), the domestic law meaning is relevant “unless the context otherwise requires”. As per the OECD MTC on 

article 3(2), the context is determined in particular by the intention of the Contracting States when signing the Convention as 

well as the meaning given to the term in question in the legislation of the other Contracting State.  



Royalty – Tax-treaty vs. Act 

 As per the OECD MTC, for purposes of paragraph 2, the meaning of any term not defined in the Convention may be ascertained 

by reference to the meaning it has for the purpose of any relevant provision of the domestic law of a Contracting State, whether 

or not a tax law. However, where a term is defined differently for the purposes of different laws of a Contracting State, the 

meaning given to that term for purposes of the laws imposing the taxes to which the Convention applies shall prevail over all 

others, including those given for the purposes of other tax laws.  

 Domestic laws may bring new incomes to taxability in the source jurisdiction. However, legal amendments so as to influence 

the taxability even under the treaty situation, by the source jurisdictions unilaterally, are impermissible. That would be a classic 

case of a subtle unilateral treaty override. This is contrary to the scheme of Article 26 of Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties. 

(77 ITR(Trib.) 578)) 

 



Royalty – Tax-treaty vs. Act 

 The meaning of the term ‘copyright’ even for DTAA purposes was understood by the Supreme Court in the manner laid out in 

the Copyright Act. 

 The SC observed, “The expression “copyright” has to be understood in the context of the statute which deals with it, it being 

accepted that municipal laws which apply in the Contracting States must be applied unless there is any repugnancy to the terms 

of the DTAA.” (para 100 of the SC’s decision).  

 

 



Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act 

Whether persons liable to deduct TDS under section 195 of the Income Tax Act can be held liable to deduct such sums at a 

time when explanation 4 was factually not on the statute book?  

Supreme Court’s observations: - 

 “Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Income Tax Act is not clarificatory of the position as of 01.06.1976, but in fact, expands 

that position to include what is stated therein, vide the Finance Act 2012.” (para 78 of the SC’s decision) 

 “This question is answered by two latin maxims, lex non cogit ad impossibilia, i.e., the law does not demand the impossible and 

impotentia excusat legem, i.e., when there is a disability that makes it impossible to obey the law, the alleged disobedience of the 

law is excused.” (para 81 of the SC’s decision) 

 “The “person” mentioned in section 195 of the Income Tax Act cannot be expected to do the impossible, namely, to apply the 

expanded definition of “royalty” inserted by explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Income Tax Act, for the assessment years in 

question, at a time when such explanation was not actually and factually in the statute.” (para 85 of the SC’s decision) 

 



Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act 

Whether persons liable to deduct TDS under section 195 of the Income Tax Act can be held liable to deduct such sums at a 

time when explanation 4 was factually not on the statute book?  

 SC observed that explanation 4 seeks to achieve a retrospectivity even for a period before a relevant term was first defined or a 

provision first introduced. This, the SC said is impermissible. 

 Having so observed the SC did not state that the retrospectivity will be from the date of insertion of the relevant provision or the 

amended definition. 

 From a reading of the SC verdict, explanation 4 is to be regarded as prospective only, as the years involved before the SC were 

post the insertion of the amended provision or the definition (on computer software, process etc.). The SC yet chose to conclude 

that explanation 4 would not be applicable for the years under consideration which were prior to the change in law by the 

Finance Act, 2012.    



Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act 

Whether persons liable to deduct TDS under section 195 of the Income Tax Act can be held liable to deduct such sums at a 

time when explanation 4 was factually not on the statute book?  

 The SC’s conclusions on retrospectivity will help in: - 

a. Litigation on explanation to section 9(2) 

b. Vodafone’s battle on TDS matters  



Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act 

Whether explanation 4 inserted vide Finance Act, 2012 expands the definition of royalty contained in explanation 2?  

 It was argued - Explanation 4, read both textually and contextually would only apply to section 9(1)(vi)(b), and not expand the 

scope of the definition of royalty contained in explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi).  

 The Supreme Court observed: -  

“A reference to the Memorandum explaining the provisions in the Finance Bill 2012 set out hereinabove, would make it clear 

that the expression “as mentioned in Explanation 2” in sub-para (i) of the aforesaid Memorandum shows that explanation 4 was 

inserted retrospectively to expand the scope of explanation 2(v). In any case, explanation 2(v) contains the expression, “the 

transfer of all or any rights” which is an expression that would subsume “any right, property or information” and is wider than 

the expression “any right, property or information”. It is therefore difficult to accept Shri Pardiwala’s argument that 

explanation 4 does not expand the scope of the expression “royalty” as contained in explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi) of the 

Income Tax Act. (para 76 of the SC’s decision)” 

 



Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act 

If yes, what is the extent to which explanation 4 expands the definition of royalty contained in explanation 2?  

 Even if the explanation 4 expands the definition of royalty under explanation 2 the transfer of all or any right (including granting 

of a license) in respect of a copyrighted computer software must involve parting of copyright i.e., the rights mention in section 

14(b) read with 14(a) of Copyright Act. As per the SC, this is an inviolable prerequisite. 

 The attempt of the assessees to argue that that explanation 4 is relevant for the main body of section 9(1)(vi)(b) and hence does 

not influence or impact explanation 2 was negated. 

 Parting of a copyright, in the opinion of the SC, has to accord with the copyright law. 

 Any attempt like the one through explanation 4 for example, falling short of such parting, may not then achieve its purpose.  

 

 



Explanation 4 to section 9(1)(vi) of the Act 

Position in case of countries with which DTAA exists –  

 The amendments in the Act cannot be read into the treaty. (CIT v. Siemens Aktiongesellschaft, 310 ITR 320 (Bom)).  

 A copyrighted article does not fall within the definition of royalty under the tax-treaty.  

 An assessee being a resident of a country outside India shall be entitled to claim relief under a tax-treaty of such country with 

India only if a tax residency certificate is obtained by him from the Government of the country of residence (section 90(4) of 

Income-tax Act). It is also required to provide additional information in form 10F (section 90(5) read with rule 21AB) to avail 

the benefits of the tax-treaty. 

 



Royalty – Income-tax Act 

Position in case of countries with which DTAA exists (continued) –  

When can the benefit of tax-treaty be denied? – Post MLI, the treaty benefits can be denied to a person if  

 If a non-individual is a resident of both the jurisdictions (dual residency) 

 The person is not a qualified person. In some cases the benefits may be granted even if the qualified person test is not met. 

 The person, even if he is a qualified person, is not a beneficial owner (for particular instances) 

 The person, even if he is a qualified person and also a beneficial owner has not held the security for a defined minimum period. 

 Obtaining tax benefit was one of the principal purposes of the transaction or arrangement unless it is established that obtaining 

the benefit was in accordance with the object and purpose of the covered tax agreement (Article 7 of MLI). 

 If the main purpose of a part or step in, of the impugned arrangement is to obtain tax benefit (Domestic GAAR) 

 

 

 



Notification no. 21/2012 and Section194J 

 As per notification no. 21/2012 dated 13.06.2012 - Transferee is exempt from deducting tax under section 194J when tax has 

already been deducted under section 195 or 194J on the payment made in the previous transfer of the same software which the 

transferee acquires without any modification.  

 Applying the decision of the SC, no tax shall be deducted under section 195 on payments made towards purchase of a computer 

software by a resident distributor to a non-resident supplier/ manufacturer. The resident end user making payments to such 

resident distributor towards acquisition of the computer software shall no longer be covered by the exemption notification. 

 In view of the above, whether tax is required to be deducted under section 194J by the end user from payments made to 

the resident distributor for acquisition of the computer software? Whether the Supreme Court’s decision shall apply in 

interpreting the meaning of royalty for the purpose of deduction of tax under section 194J? 

 Explanation (ba) to section 194J provides that "royalty" shall have the same meaning as in Explanation 2 to clause (vi) of sub-

section (1) of section 9.  

 



Notification no. 21/2012 and Section194J 

 If the payment for software does not fit into the definition of royalty, section 194J fails at the threshold. Notification 21/ 2012 

cannot impose indirectly a TDS obligation when no such primary obligation exists.  

 

 



Equalisation Levy 

 EL was introduced by the Finance Act, 2016. It provides for deduction of EL at 6% from the consideration paid or payable for 

the services in the nature of the online advertisement, provision for digital advertising space, any other facility or service for the 

purpose of online advertisement (specified services). 

 Finance Act, 2020 expanded the scope of EL. New stream of e-commerce transactions have been included in EL regime. Under 

such EL 2.0, tax is levied at 2% on the amount of consideration received or receivable by an e-commerce operator from an e-

commerce supply or services made or provided or facilitated by it to certain specified persons.  

 e-commerce supply or services" means –  

 online sale of goods owned by the e-commerce operator,  

 online provision of services provided by the e-commerce operator,  

 online sale of goods or provision of services or both, facilitated by the e-commerce operator  

 or any combination of these activities. 

 

 



Equalisation Levy  

 Finance Bill, 2021 proposes to: 

 Exclude royalty and fees for technical services from the EL scope 

 An inclusive definition for 'online sale of goods' and 'online provision of services’ is proposed to include one or more of the 

following online activities:  

(a) Acceptance of the offer for sale; 

(b) Placing the purchase order; 

(c) Acceptance of the purchase order; 

(d) Payment of consideration; or 

(e) Supply of goods or provision of services 



Equalisation Levy 

Software whether Goods to attract EL?  

 Goods - as defined in Sale of Goods Act - is movable property 

 Goods mean all things (including specially manufactured goods) which are moveable at the time of the identification for sale. 

 Article 366(12) of the Constitution of India defines goods to include all materials, commodities, and articles;  

 Article 366(29A) of the Constitution of India provides that transfer of right to use goods – is a sale 



Equalisation Levy 

Goods  

Whether goods include intangibles like copyrighted software? 

 Copyrights and other rights in rem which are not rights over land are movable property (Vikas Sales Corp. vs. CCT) 

 Materials, articles and commodities includes both tangible and intangible/incorporeal property which are capable of abstraction, 

consumption and use and which can be transmitted, transferred, delivered, stored, possessed etc. Software programmes have all 

these attributes. (271 ITR 401) 

 Software embedded in the hardware or equipment is goods. (343 ITR 470). (The decision was based on the premise that there 

could not be any independent use of the impugned software.) 

 Intellectual property, once it is put on to a media (like books, computer discs etc.) and marketed would become “goods”. (271 

ITR 401). Computer programs are the product of an intellectual process, but once put in a medium are widely distributed to 

computer owners. An analogy can be drawn to a compact disc recording of an orchestral rendition. The music produced by the 

artistry of musicians is not a “good”, but when transferred to a laser readable disc becomes a readily merchantable commodity.  

 



Equalisation Levy 

 What is “licensed” by the foreign, non-resident supplier to the distributor and resold to the resident end-user, or directly supplied 

to the resident end-user, is in fact the sale of a physical object which contains an embedded computer programme, and is 

therefore, a sale of goods. (para 52 of the SC’s decision referring to the decision in Tata Consultancy Services v. State of A.P., 

2005 (1) SCC 308). 

Conclusion  

 The understanding of goods is generally wide.  

 If the non resident is an e-commerce operator, transactions in goods which are not to be regarded as constituting royalties, would 

be liable for equalisation levy. 

 Under EL 2.0 the equalisation levy shall be discharged by the non resident recipient. There is no withholding obligation on the 

resident payer. 

 What is sought to be excluded by Finance Bill, 2021 from equalisation levy are those that suffer tax as fees for technical 

services/ royalty. 



Equalisation Levy 

Whether software are services? 

 Section 2(102) of CGST defines services to mean anything other than goods, money & securities. Thus, services could be the 

default classification. 

 Software transactions today are mixed contracts involving software, equipment etc. For example, SaaS, IaaS, PaaS etc.  

 Saas - SaaS model is represented by a seller which retains the custody over software given to the customers/clients for its use. 

SaaS model therefore involves granting of license to the end-user to use particular software. The end-user accesses the software 

through the internet. 

 IaaS - Under the IaaS Model instead of purchasing a large costly infrastructure such as data center, virtual servers, network 

infrastructure and other data storage equipments, etc, the users of IaaS source the same from third party service providers. The 

payment mechanism is generally “pay as you use”. The control over the hardware infrastructure remains with the service 

provider.  



Equalisation Levy 

 (SaaS continued) This means that in effect that end-user is only getting the right to host and store the data on such hardware 

infrastructure. The subject matter of transfer is thus not the hardware infrastructure but the right to host and store the data on 

such hardware infrastructure. For example, payments to AWS towards access to virtual machines, web hosting, data storage etc.  

 PaaS – Under PaaS, the control over the hardware infrastructure remains with the service provider. The end-user only gets the 

right to host and store the data on such hardware infrastructure. The subject matter of transfer is thus not the hardware 

infrastructure but the right to host and store the data on such hardware infrastructure. 

 Thus, the software transactions are increasingly tilting towards services and not towards equipment/ goods.  



Section 194O and 206C(1H) 

 Finance Act, 2020 widened the scope of tax on e-commerce transactions by insertion of section 194-O and 206C(1H). 

 Section 194O mandates that with effect from 01.10.2020, an e-commerce operator shall deduct income-tax at the rate of 1% of 

the gross amount of sale of goods or provision of service or both, facilitated through its digital or electronic facility or platform. 

This deduction is required to be made at the time of credit of amount of such sale or service or both to the account of an e-

commerce participant or at the time of payment thereof to such e-commerce participant, whichever is earlier. 

 Section 206C(1H) mandates that with effect from 01.10.2020 every person being a seller of goods is liable to collect TCS at the 

rate of 0.1% on consideration received from a buyer in a previous year in excess of Rs. 50 lacs. As per the proviso to sub section 

(1), the provisions of this sub-section shall not apply, if the buyer is liable to deduct tax at source under any other provision of 

this Act on the goods purchased by him from the seller and has deducted such amount. 

 For the reasons outlined, the inclusion of computer software within the ambit of goods may attract the applicability of section 

194-O and 206C(1H). 

 

 



Section 194O and 206C(1H) 

 Section 194-O and section 206C(1H) are mutually exclusive. As per the proviso to section 206C(1H) the provisions shall not 

apply, if the buyer is liable to deduct tax at source under any other provision of this Act on the goods purchased by him from the 

seller and has deducted such amount. 

 

 



Section 194Q 

 Finance Bill 2021 has proposed to insert a new section 194Q.  

 Sub section (1) of the proposed section requires that with effect from 01.07.2021, any person, being a buyer who is responsible 

for paying any sum to seller (being a resident) for purchase of any goods of the value or aggregate of such value exceeding Rs. 

50 lakhs in any previous year, shall, deduct an amount equal to 0.1% of such sum exceeding Rs. 50 lakhs as income-tax.  

 The deduction shall be made at the time of credit of such sum to the account of the seller or at the time of payment thereof by 

any mode, whichever is earlier.  

 As per sub section 5 of the proposed section, the requirement of deducting tax shall not apply to a transaction on which– 

a) tax is deductible under any of the provisions of this Act; and  

b) tax is collectible under the provisions of section 206C other than a transaction to which sub-section (1H) of section 206C 

applies.  

 

 

 



Other decisions – Impact analysis 

Pilcom vs. CIT West Bengal VII, 2020 SCC Online SC 426 (‘PILCOM’) 

 The SC in para 31 and 32 observed that “section 194E of the Income Tax Act belongs to a set of various provisions which deal 

with TDS, without any reference to chargeability of tax under the Income Tax Act by the concerned nonresident assessee. This 

section is similar to sections 193 and 194 of the Income Tax Act by which deductions have to be made without any reference to 

the chargeability of a sum received by a non-resident assessee under the Income Tax Act. On the other hand, as has been noted 

in GE India Technology Centre (P) Ltd. vs. CIT (2010) 10 SCC 29, at the heart of section 195 of the Income Tax Act is the fact 

that deductions can only be made if the nonresident assessee is liable to pay tax under the provisions of the Income Tax Act in 

the first place. Thus, the judgment of this Court in PILCOM (supra), dealing with a completely different provision in a 

completely different setting, has no application to the facts of this case. ” 

 



Other decisions – Impact analysis 

Pilcom vs. CIT West Bengal VII, 2020 SCC Online SC 426 (‘PILCOM’) 

 However, the SC in para 58 observed: - “Under Article 12(2) of the India Singapore DTAA, royalties may be taxed in the 

Contracting State in which they arise (India) and according to the laws of that Contracting State (Indian laws), if the recipient 

is a beneficial owner of the royalties, and the tax so charged is capped at the rate of 10% or 15%. If the learned Additional 

Solicitor General is correct in his submission, as the DTAA would then not apply, royalty would be liable to be taxed in India at 

the rate mentioned in the Income Tax Act which can be much higher than the DTAA rate, as a result of which, the deduction 

made under section 195 of the Income Tax Act by the “person responsible” would have to be a proportion of a much higher sum 

than the tax that is ultimately payable by the non-resident assessee. This equally absurd result cannot be countenanced given the 

fact that the person liable to deduct tax is only liable to deduct tax first and foremost if the nonresident person is liable to pay 

tax, and second, that if so liable, is then liable to deduct tax depending on the rate mentioned in the DTAA.” 

 

 



Other decisions – Impact analysis 

Other reasons for distinguishing the SC’s decision in PILCOM’s case: - 

Section 4(2) and 190(2) –  

 Section 4(1) is the basic charging section. Section 4(2) establishes the basis for discharge of this tax.  Sub-section (2) provides 

that in respect of income chargeable under sub-section (1), income-tax shall be deducted at source where it is so deductible or 

payable in advance under any provision of the Act. The deduction of tax is with respect to the income chargeable to tax under 

the Act. Where the sum is not chargeable to tax, the question of deduction of any tax in respect of thereof does not arise. This is 

also laid out in section 190(2) which provides that the deduction of tax shall not prejudice the charge of tax on such income 

under section 4(1) of the Act. The TDS chapter has to function within the boundaries of section 4(1) and cannot overreach. 

Section 115BBA(2)  

 Section 115BBA(2) provides that a non-resident (NR) sportsman/ sports association/ entertainer is not required to furnish a 

return of income if its total income consists of only the specified income and tax deductible has been deducted.  



Other decisions – Impact analysis 

 Any requirement mandating deduction of tax by the payer in excess or irrespective of whether the income is chargeable in the 

hands of the NR payee, shall make it obligatory for them to file a return of income and claim refund of such  tax. This cannot be 

the intent of the legislature. 

Supreme Court in Bhawani Cotton Mills vs State of Punjab and Anr 1967 AIR 1616  

 The Supreme Court observed “If the Central Act makes it mandatory that the tax can be collected only at one stage it is not 

enough for the State to say that a person who is not liable to pay tax, must nevertheless pay it in the first instance and then claim 

refund at a later stage. If a person is not liable for payment of tax at all, at any time, the collection of a tax from him with a 

possible contingency of refund at a later stage will not make the original levy valid”. 

 Thus, based on the above it is inferred that tax must be deducted only if the sum is chargeable to tax in the hands of the payee. A 

person who is not liable to pay tax cannot be made to suffer deduction of tax at source in the first instance and then be forced to  

claim refund. 



Certain ‘disagreeable’ observations of 
the Supreme Court 

 There is also no doubt that the “person responsible for paying” spoken of in section 195 of the Income Tax Act is not a non-

resident assessee, but a person resident in India, who is liable to make deductions under section 195 of the Income Tax Act when 

payments are made by it to the non-resident assessee. (para 54 of the SC’s decision) –  

 Section 195 refers to the payer being ‘Any person responsible for paying’. Section 204 defines person responsible for paying. 

The clauses of section 204 define the persons responsible for different categories of payment or for furnishing of information. 

Clause (iii) of section 204 defines the expression for any sum chargeable under the Act (other than salary and interest on 

securities). As per clause (iii) of section 204, ‘person responsible for paying’ such sum is the payer himself. In case the payer is 

a company, person responsible for paying includes principal officer of the company. The section does not refer to a resident 

payer alone. It covers both resident and non resident payer. Clause (v) further clarifies this by providing that ‘in the case of a 

person not resident in India, the person himself or any person authorised by such person or the agent of such person in India 

including any person treated as an agent under section 163.’  

 



Certain ‘disagreeable’ observations of 
the Supreme Court 

 Explanation 2 to section 195 was inserted vide Finance Act, 2012 with retrospective effect from 01.04.1962. It provides that  

“For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that the obligation to comply with sub-section (1) and to make deduction 

thereunder applies and shall be deemed to have always applied and extends and shall be deemed to have always extended to all 

persons, resident or non-resident, whether or not the non-resident person has— 

i. a residence or place of business or business connection in India; or 

ii. any other presence in any manner whatsoever in India.” 

Thus, the explanation supports the understanding that the obligation to deduct tax is on both residents and non residents. 

 Thus, the SC observations in para 54 that person responsible for paying in section 195 is not a non resident assessee is 

incorrect. 

 



Disagreements with the observations 
of the Supreme Court 

 It will be seen that section 194E of the Income Tax Act belongs to a set of various provisions which deal with TDS, without any 

reference to chargeability of tax under the Income Tax Act by the concerned nonresident assessee. This section is similar to 

sections 193 and 194 of the Income Tax Act by which deductions have to be made without any reference to the chargeability of a 

sum received by a non-resident assessee under the Income Tax Act (para 31 of the SC’s decision)   

 Section 193/ 194 does not deal with non residents. It deals with TDS on payments made to residents. 



Applicability of the SC’s decision 

 Whether the decision of the SC shall apply to exclude licensing of computer software from the ambit of equipment royalty?  

 The use of software should not be compared to the use of industrial, commercial or scientific equipment as included in Article 

12(3) of the UN Model. Paragraph 13.2 of the commentary to Article 12 of the UN Model is explicit that intellectual property 

cannot be “equipment”, confirming the underlying principle that the leasing provision is based on “physical existence” of the 

item leased. By its nature there is no physical presence of a software and as such the considerations that underpin the leasing 

provision do not apply to computer software.  



Applicability of the SC’s decision 

 Whether the decision shall apply in the context of other intangible covered under clause (i), (ii) and (iii) of explanation 2 to 

section 9(1)(vi)? 

 Explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vi) broadly covers two kinds of IPRs 

 Patent, trademark etc. under clause (i), (ii) and (iii) 

 Copyright under clause (v) 

 The words used in clause (i) is similar to clause (v) to the extent it refers to ‘transfer of all or any rights in respect of’ the 

specified IPR.  

 Clause (ii) refers to ‘imparting of any information concerning the working of or use of’ the specified IPR. 

 The words used in clause (iii) is similar to the words used in the treaty. Both clause (iii) and the treaty refers to ‘use of’ the 

specified IPR. The SC’s decision will have a persuasive influence in interpreting limb (iii). As per the SC parting with the 

exclusive rights of the specified IPR is pertinent to constitute use.   



Applicability of the SC’s decision 

 Whether the decision shall apply in the context of payment towards subscription of database? 

 The Karnataka High Court in CIT vs. Wipro Ltd. (2013) 355 ITR 284 held that payment towards license to access the database 

maintained by M/s Gartner Group is to be treated as royalty. The High Court relied on the decision passed by it in CIT vs. 

Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. (2012) 345 ITR 494. 

 The SC’s decision does not deal with payment for databases. However, it has overruled the Karnataka High Court’s decision in 

Samsung’s case. Thus, logically it can be inferred that the Karnataka High Court’s decision’s in Wipro is also overruled.  

 In view of principles laid out by the SC, unless otherwise demonstrated that there is a parting of copyright the payment towards 

access to database will not constitute royalty. 



High Powered Committee (HPC) Report, 2001 

 The Technical Advisory Group (‘TAG’) of OCED was asked to examine characterization of various types of e-commerce 

payments under tax conventions with a view to providing necessary clarifications in the commentary. The TAG submitted its 

final report to Working Party No 1 of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs. The final report was released on February 1, 2001 

and includes discussion on 28 categories of payment. The High Powered Committee (HPC) in India then examined the view of 

TAG with reference to each of these 28 categories of income and also commented on the characterization of such payments 

under the Act.  

 Category 2 - Electronic ordering and downloading of digital products 

 In case of transactions that permit the customer to electronically download digitised products (such as software, images, 

sounds or text) for the customer’s own use or enjoyment, the payment is made to acquire data transmitted in the form of a 

digital signal. Since this constitutes the essential consideration for the payment, that payment cannot be considered as 

royalties since the same is not a payment made for the use or the right to use a copyright so as to constitute a royalty.  



HPC Report, 2001 

 The act of copying the digital signal onto the customer’s hard disk or other non-temporary media (including transfers to other 

storage, performance or display devices) constitutes the use of a copyright under the relevant law and contractual arrangements. 

This is merely an incidental part of the process of capturing and storing the digital signal. This incidental part is not important 

for classification purposes because it does not correspond to the essential consideration for the payment (i.e., to acquire data 

transmitted in the form of a digital signal), which is the determining factor for the purposes of the treaty definition of royalties. 

The HPC observed that the payment constitutes royalty under section 9(1)(vi). 

 Category 3: Electronic ordering and downloading of digital products for purposes of copyright exploitation 

 TAG view - the payment qualifies as ‘royalty’ since the payment is made as consideration for the right to use the copyright 

in the digital product. The HPC concurred with this the TAG view. 

 Category 5: Limited duration software and other digital information licenses  

 TAG view - The payment in respect thereof would fall under Article 7. The HPC observed that the payment constitutes 

royalty under section 9(1)(vi). 



HPC Report, 2001 

 Category 6: Single-use software or other digital product 

 TAG view - The payment in respect thereof would fall under Article 7. The HPC observed that the payment constitutes 

royalty under section 9(1)(vi). 

 Category 28: Subscription to a web site allowing the downloading of digital products 

 TAG view - the subscription fee paid in this type of transaction would fall under Article 7. The HPC observed that the 

payment constitutes royalty under section 9(1)(vi). 



HPC Report, 2001 

 The HPC in its report recommended that a clear position on each category of transactions should be taken by the Central Board 

of Direct Taxes (“CBDT”). The CBDT should closely monitor the developments and issue guidelines to the AOs on new 

emerging categories of transactions as a continuing process. The monitoring should be through an expert advisory body on 

which the tax administration, the profession and the concerned industry is represented. 

 The E-Commerce Report, 2016 proposed an equalization levy on specified digital services. It noted that its recommendation to 

impose withholding tax on digital transactions would require an express inclusion in tax treaties to be feasible. 

 The SC’s observations on the HPC Report and E-commerce report, 2016: -  

“These reports also do not carry the matter much further as they are recommendatory reports expressing the views of the 

committee members, which the Government of India may accept or reject. When it comes to DTAA provisions, even if the 

position put forth in the aforementioned reports were to be accepted, a DTAA would have to be bilaterally amended before any 

such recommendation can become law in force for the purposes of the Income Tax Act. (para 162 of the SC’s decision) 



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 Note E/C.18/2020/CRP.13 on the “Application of Article 12 of the UN Model to software payments”, was prepared by the 

Subcommittee on the United Nations Model Tax Convention between Developed and Developing Countries.  

 The note was discussed during the 20th session of the UN Tax Committee held online from 22 to 26.06.2020.  

 The note was released as a discussion draft on 01.09.2020. Written comments were requested from the stakeholders.  

 The definition of the term “royalties” in paragraph 3 of Article 12 of UN Model was proposed to be amended as under: - 

“The term “royalties” as used in this Article means payments of any kind received as a consideration for the use of, or the right 

to use, any copyright of literary, artistic or scientific work including cinematograph films, or films or tapes used for radio or 

television broadcasting, any patent, trade mark, design or model, plan, secret formula or process, computer software or for the 

use of, or the right to use, industrial, commercial or scientific equipment or for information concerning industrial, commercial 

or scientific experience.” 



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 The reasons for the proposal, highlighted in the note are as follows: - 

 There is an increasing level of engagement of computer programs and other software in the economic life of States where 

they are used. This justifies the allocation of taxing rights to that State. 

 The proposed change would remove the blurred distinction between payments towards use of copyright in software or 

copyrighted software and would thus promote tax certainty and reduction of disputes. 

 Commercial exploitation by the owner or creator of software is heavily dependent on the laws on protection of IPR in the 

territory of exploitation, i.e., where the user is. Since reproduction of computer software is easy and cheap, there is greater 

dependence on source state protection. Imposition of withholding tax on source state on payment as consideration for use or 

right to use computer software itself is all the more justified when reproduction is easy and downloading inexpensive. The 

definition of royalties should be broadened to apply to payments for the use or right to use software itself to adapt to the 

realities of the digital age.  



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 The reasons for the proposal, highlighted in the note are as follows: - 

 Software payments are “payments for use or right to use” software (e.g., the acquisition of “shrink-wrap” software involves 

a license for the use of the software itself) and are not payments for the sale of property.  

 In the case of industrial, commercial or scientific equipment affected by the lessee to its own activities, there is enough 

engagement of the State where such equipment is used, justifying taxation, in that State, of the income derived by the lessor 

from such lease. 

 Source taxation on gross payments for software would carry the risk that the tax levied by the State of source would be 

passed on to the residents of that State who acquire software. However, the same applies to all payments for intangible 

property referred to in the definition of royalties and there are no reasons to treat software differently from such other 

property. 



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 The reasons against the proposal highlighted in the note are as follows: - 

 Payments for software are akin to payments towards sale of a good that would give rise to business profits that fall under 

Article 7. 

 The use of software should not be compared to the use of industrial, commercial or scientific equipment (‘leasing 

provision’) as included in Article 12(3) of the UN Model. An intellectual property cannot be “equipment”. The leasing 

provision is based on physical presence. Software by its nature means there is no physical presence in the source state. 

Thus, considerations that underpin the leasing provision do not apply to computer software. Also, the business of selling 

software is fundamentally different from the business of leasing industrial, commercial or scientific equipment.  

 Gross taxation of payments for software will likely mean the additional (tax) cost is passed on to end users.  

 The development of software is often expensive and may result in tax losses in the country where it is developed in the 

early years of development. Taxation on a gross basis ignores expenses incurred by the payee in earning the payments for 

use of that software. It may not be possible to get full credit thereof in the state of residence (which taxes on a net basis). 



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 The reasons against the proposal highlighted in the note are as follows: - 

 The source taxation of software payments raises a number of practical difficulties, such as: - 

 How would such a rule work when individuals purchase software?  

 How would the rule deal with software embedded in other products (e.g. the purchase of a computer or mobile phone 

with pre-installed software)?  

 How would the rule deal with software licenses that are centrally procured but where the software is used in a number 

of states? 



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 The draft note and comments received thereon, were discussed at  the 21st session of the Committee of Experts on International 

Cooperation in Tax Matters. The Subcommittee made a revised proposal for change in the definition of royalties based on 

comments suggested by experts including modification to the commentary on article 12. The proposed change to the definition 

of royalties is as under: - 

 The term “royalties” as used in this Article means payments of any kind received as a consideration for:  

a) the use of, or the right to use, 

(i) any copyright of (…….) 

(…)  

(iv) computer software; 

b)  (…) 

c)  the acquisition of any copy of computer software for the purposes of using it.” 



UN MTC on inclusion of software 
payments in royalty definition 

 This revised proposal excludes from the definition of royalties the acquisition of computer software for the purpose of 

distribution. The Subcommittee had invited comments on this discussion draft.  

 The proposed definition endorses that the current definition of royalty is not robust enough to encompass software payments.  

 The treaties have to undergo a change and thereafter the commentaries be modified. 



Conclusion 

 What does the future behold for software transactions? 

 Whether status quo shall be maintained? 

 Whether section 9(1)(vi) will be amended? 

 Whether the law on equalisation levy will be amended? 

 Whether software transactions will be a part of Significant Economic Presence? 

 Whether such transactions will be a part of automated digital transactions suffering tax as a result of Action Plan 1. 



Thank you 


